World of Powersports, Inc
2635 N. 22nd Street
Decatur, IL  62526  USA
Main: 217-423-6521
Contact: Mike Jackson
M:217-254-3620   mikej@gsaparts.com

World of Powersports is the Largest dealer of OEM repair parts and accessories in the United States. It has the ability to identify, locate, source and fulfill requirements for LTATV, Motorcycle, Outboard Engines, Personal Watercraft and Snowmobiles; their parts, accessories and training as needed.

- Authorized Dealer for Polaris, Kawasaki, Arctic-Cat, Can-Am, Sea-Doo, Ski-Doo, Evinrude, Yamaha, Honda, Suzuki, Icon Safety Gear and nearly anything powersports related.
- Over 50,000 sf distribution facility with capability to ship over 20,000 items per week.
- Ability to source same product from multiple suppliers; reducing backorder / stock outs.
- Authorized Distributor and Up-Fit facility for RP StrikeRazor™ family of vehicles.

Past Performance
- Filled over 11,000 requests/year with greater than 99% accuracy in support of SOCOM deployed Kawasaki Teryx & Polaris LTATVs.
- Partnered with Prime vendor in support of Polaris LTATV platform to reduce costs and errors experienced with previous supplier.
- Developed MilitaryAtvParts.com website to assist warfighter with technical information required to maintain LTATV vehicles.

Differentiators
- My background as a Special Forces Communications Sergeant (18E4PD9) provides better perspective on what customer needs.
- Streamlined and tested processes increase quality and accuracy on 1st delivery.
- Small Business in primary NAICS
- Single decision maker = Quick responses.
- Multiple suppliers for same product reduces delivery time and costs on COTS items.

Company Information
World of Powersports has been a leading supplier of Powersports products since 1994. Recognized as a TOP100 dealer multiple years; it operates to serve its customers. Having a Special Forces Veteran operate our Government Sales Division keeps employees focused on the real goal: Taking care of the Warfighter.

Pertinent Codes
DUNS: 025393588
CAGE: 8ALC7
NAICS: 441221 Motorcycle/ATV Dealers
423120 New Parts Wholesaler
611692 Driving Schools
Accept Credit Cards, Purchase Cards, Fast Pay, and will work with S-8 on any other method.